
 

 

YDS DENEMELERİ 
 
1.) Since many people are unaware of the 
miseries of poverty and hunger, it is ---- easy for 
them to feel contented. 
 

A) painfully  B) barely  C) violently  
D) offensively E) usually 
 
2.) The pattern of world affairs is very 
complicated, and by no means everything that 
happens can be ---- to the influence of the super-
powers. 
 

A) attributed  B) entitled  C) declared 
D) sustained  E) resolved 
 
3.) Most scientists agree that the human history 
of North America began when the early ---- of 
modern Native Americans made their way 
across a land bridge that once connected north-
eastern Asia to North America. 
 

A) inhabitants   B) ancestors 
C) colleagues   D) counterparts 
E) descendants 
 
4.) In 1996, two teams of archaeologists found 
what appear to be the remains of very ---- 
musical instruments at Neanderthal sites. 

 
A) sensitive  B) reluctant  C) relentless 
D) simple  E) confident 
 
5.) Losing a loved one is always painful, but for 
most people time ---- heals the wounds. 

A) densely   B) excessively 
C) eventually   D) casually 
E) cautiously 
 
6.) A lack of skills or of higher education are 
issues that ---- many South Africans from 
making a decent living. 
 

A) prevent  B) promote  C) complain 
D) offer      E) help 
 
7.) To the peoples of the ancient world, the 
characteristic ---- of civilization such as 
government, literature, science, and art were 
necessarily products of city life. 

 
A) remains   B) influences 
C) declarations   D) commodities 
E) manifestations 
 
8.) The transmission of black-and-white 
television images became technically ---- in the 
UK at the end of the 1920s. 

 
A) representative  B) corrupt 
C) reluctant   D) feasible 
E) instrumental 
 
 
 
 

 
 
9.) The rise of lay education during the medieval 
intellectual revival was an ---- important 
development in the history of Western Europe. 

 
A) anxiously   B) enormously 
C) independently   D) evenly 
E) abnormally 
 
10.) When the euro was ---- on 1 January 1999, it 
was the first time since the Roman Empire that 
Europe had a single currency. 
 

A) ensured  B) discovered  C) stamped 
D) accelerated  E) launched 
 
11.) Schools are one of the most important ---- of 
socialization on which peer groups and teachers 
have a major impact. 
 

A) degrees  B) rules   C) customs 
D) agents  E) advances 
 
12.) Human childhood is a ---- period of complex 
development during which a helpless infant 
becomes an adolescent. 

 
A) remarkable   B) redundant 
C) progressive   D) contemporary 
E) relevant 
 
13.) In Central Africa, the rains are ---- abundant 
in the southern regions, but they are reduced to 
a single very short period in the central zone 
and disappear almost completely in the extreme 
north. 
 

A) reluctantly  B) appropriately   
C) scarcely D) solely  
E) relatively 
 
14.) Although China has, in recent years, made 
notable advances, particularly in manufacturing, 
agriculture will long ---- fundamental to the 
economy. 
 

A) produce  B) differ  C) extend 
D) remain  E) resist 
 
15.) Pain is a highly subjective — that no two 
people experience in exactly the same way. 

A) regulation   B)sensation 
C) reinforcement  D)coincidence 
E) inquiry 
 
16.) Even during its early phases, the French 
Revolution aroused — conflict throughout 
Europe. 

A) ignorant  B) accessible  C)significant 
D) durable  E) fertile 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

17.) As a migraine develops , pain -— worsens 
and chemicals from the brain stems cause 
spasms in the brain's blood vessels . 

A) recklessly   B) progressively 
C) productively   D)conficmntially 
E ) synthetically 
 
18.) A study conducted by the University of 
Cambridge — that 40 per cent of s p am or junk 
e-mail goes to addresses starting with an A,M, S, 
R or P. 
 

A) borrowed  B) revealed  C)remained 
D) created  E) experimented 
 
 
19.) Psychologists say that there is a genetic — 
to willpower, but that upbringing may also have 
an effect. 
 

A) description  B) selection  C) attachment         
D) component  E) reaction 
 
 
20.) The lead from exhaust fumes enters the 
atmosphere, mostly as simple lead compounds, 
which are poisonous to children's — nervous 
systems. 
 

A) repeating   B) developing 
C) increasing   D) exclusive 
E) domestic 
 
21.) Einstein's theory of relativity gives 
predictions that differ very little from the older 
theories of Galileo and Newton in — all everyday 
situations. 
 

A) identically  B) flexibly  C) nearly 
D) usefully  E) externally 
 
22.) Expressionist artists in painting, sculpture, 
and literature — to distort or exaggerate natural 
appearance in order to create a reflection of the 
inner world. 
 

A) offered  B) expected C) pretended D) 
persuaded  E) tended 
 
23.) The article ---- that Martin Luther King's 
fundamentalist views were foreign to his liberal 
allies. 

A) holds up   B) deals with 
C) pulls through  D) points out 
E) writes out 
 
24.) Some readers of the novel may ----feeling 
that the plot structure le not well-organized. 

A) fall through  B) end up 
C) get away with  D) make up 
E) get off 
 
 
 
 
 
 

25.) Most people would be ---- by the idea of a 
computer that contains living brain cells. 

A) made over   B) turned down 
C) found out   D) played down 
E) put off 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI 

  1. E 
  2. A 
  3. B 
  4. D 
  5. C 
  6. A 
  7. E 
  8. D 
  9. B 
10. E 
11. D 
12. A 
13. E 
14. D 
15. B 
16. C 
17. B 
18. B 
19. D 
20. B 
21. C 
22. E 
23. D 
24. B  
25. E 
 
 

 


